
 

 

 

 

 

The Requirement 

The London Borough of Hillingdon approached DSSL group to 

see if they could help them in securing some of their blocks. The 

blocks at the time, had very minimal security. They had a small 

wooden gate at the entrance to the blocks, which was easily 

bypassed, and this led to unwanted visitors and access. 

DSSL’s expertise is in CCTV and Access Control but they also 

know of Bamford Doors, who are the experts in manufacture 

and installation of communal security doors.  

It was very clear that both companies working together would 

provide the perfect solution to keep the customers of Hillingdon 

Council safe. 

The Brief 

 To supply and install a heavy duty, powder 

coated door set including leading edge lock 

protection 
 Robust and fit for purpose products  

 Secured by Design accredited  

 Flexible in the design 

 The door will be finished in a standard RAL 

colour 7016 – anthracite grey 

The Results 

The block has gone from having an open entrance which was 

accessible to anyone that desired to be in there to one that 

is very safe. Those living in the block will feel out of harm's 

way now the entrance to the block’s they live in has been 

protected.   

 

 

In Hillingdon, putting our residents first is at the heart of everything we do – it’s the reason that we come to 

work every day. With one of the highest levels of resident satisfaction in London, we know that our 

employees make a valuable contribution to the services we deliver to more than 250,000 residents every day. 

“It was great to work alongside Bamford Doors on 

this project, their engineers where on time and 

worked with us for a seamless install.  The quality 

of the door and frame was the best I have worked 

with, and everything was completed as per the 

original plan. Pleasure to work in partnership 

with Bamford Doors and I look forward to the 

next one.” Lee Vardy DSSL Group 

“It was a pleasure working alongside DSSL 

Group. The install was made quick and easy 

for us. Everyone was very considerate to 

the tenants in the block, they always 

complied with us when we asked for help. I 

look forward to working with them in the 

future.” Kevin Bamford Doors 


